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ABSTRACT

Phenotypic plasticity is the ability of a given genotype to exhibit different phenotypes in response to environmental variables, which can impact population level processes. Plasticity of ecologically-relevant traits is important to an organism’s environmental response; however, the underlying mechanisms of plasticity are largely unknown. Ecological epigenetics may offer mechanisms (e.g. DNA methylation) underlying phenotypic plasticity. Epigenetics can be defined as the underlying molecular mechanisms that allow one genotype to exhibit different phenotypes. Differential DNA methylation is one epigenetic mechanism that has been correlated with a number of ecologically-relevant traits; including, differential herbivory in Viola cazorlensis, spinescence in Ilex aquifolium, flower morphology in Linaria vulgaris, and fitness in Arabidopsis thaliana. The epigenetic correlations with traits found in these studies are interesting, but they are also partially confounded by a potential correlation between genetic and epigenetic variation.

Teasing apart the correlation between genetic and epigenetic variation is one of the challenges within ecological epigenetics. This correlation has resulted in epigenetic variation being partitioned into three types by researchers: obligate, facilitated, and pure. Changes in obligate epigenetic variation are directly correlated with genetic variation. Changes in pure epigenetic variation are completely independent from genetic variation. Changes in facilitated epigenetic variation are partially dependent on genetic variation, but the outcome of the phenotype is context-dependent based on environmental conditions. Since our predictions about
the outcome of phenotypic variation are driven largely by population genetics theories, which make no room for variation that operates in non-Mendelian ways, epigenetics research needs to utilize unique ways to tease apart the interaction between genetic and epigenetic variation where facilitated or pure epigenetic variation exists outside of the realm of population genetics theory.

To address these issues, I performed a literature review and two research-based studies. In Chapter 1 I performed a literature review on the topic of population epigenetics addressing the correlation with genetic variation and recommending an extension to the Modern Synthesis to accommodate the non-Mendelian nature of DNA methylation. While population genetics has approximately 85-years of data to support it, epigenetics is beginning to show some of the limitations associated with predictions made using populations genetics models. One of these limitations is that population genetics as defined by the Modern Synthesis does not allow for violations of Mendelian genetics (i.e. random assortment and segregation of alleles). This limitation does not allow for phenotypic variation that is directly due to environmental conditions; however, recent ecological epigenetics data shows that this can, indeed, occur. Within this review I propose epigenetic questions that we should focus on at the population level, and I make recommendations for how to approach these questions in future studies.

In the second and third research-based chapters, I investigated whether an independent component of epigenetic variation was correlated with habitat, while controlling for a correlation with genetic variation, for *Spartina alterniflora* and *Borrichia frutescens*, respectively. Previous work has shown that there is no consistent genetic response to environment in these species. I, therefore, hypothesized that there would be a significant epigenetic correlation with habitat instead. To test this hypothesis, I collected leaf samples from five different sites for each species on Sapelo Island, GA. Within each site I established three 10m transects (n=20 for each
microhabitat) in low, middle, and high marsh microhabitats, respectively. Plants of both species exhibit different phenotypes for height (tall, intermediate, short, respectively) based on their location within the marsh. I screened AFLP and methylation-sensitive AFLP (MS-AFLP) markers for genetic and epigenetic variation, respectively. I used a variety of statistical tests to attempt to tease apart a potential correlation between genetic and epigenetic variation and found that when genetic population structure is controlled for, significant epigenetic population structure persists across all populations for *S. alterniflora* and within 3 of 5 populations for *B. frutescens*. These results suggest that regulation of certain genomic elements via DNA methylation may play an important role in dealing with environmental variables. To fully determine the significance of these findings, future studies should examine the interaction between environmentally-mediated epigenetic variation and gene expression to determine its importance to phenotypic plasticity and habitat differentiation.

The body of work I produced supports that epigenetics may play a role in environmental response in populations within relatively small spatial scales. I used a combination of statistical tests to control for potential correlations with genetic variation which allowed me to see patterns that may normally be hidden. These findings expand upon traditional views of evolution by suggesting that environment can play a role in phenotypic variation, and other research supports that the variation due to epigenetic mechanisms can be inherited in future generations. Much of the current epigenetic research is based upon studies involving model species in highly controlled studies. While this research is been incredibly informative about some of the mechanisms underlying epigenetics, to fully understand the role of epigenetics to environmental response and evolution we must pair these data with field studies of non-model organisms. Only then will we begin to see the full role of epigenetics in organisms.
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ABSTRACT

Understanding the relationship between the environment and natural phenotypic variation has long been of interest to ecologists. Some ecological studies have demonstrated that natural selection can result in genetic associations with habitat type within populations; however, this pattern is not always apparent along natural environmental gradients. Using AFLP and MS-AFLP markers, we tested the hypothesis that epigenetic variation in natural populations of *Spartina alterniflora* is structured by the extreme environmental gradients of the salt marsh, rather than genetic variation. With separate AMOVAs, we detected genetic and epigenetic differentiation among habitats across Sapelo Island. However, when analyzed simultaneously, we found that the correlation between epigenetic variation and habitat was significant and there was no correlation between genetic variation and habitat. Further, there were more epigenetic
loci correlated to habitat compared to genetic loci. These results suggest that epigenetic variation plays a role in response to habitat variation by *S. alterniflora*.

**INTRODUCTION**

Ecologists have long been interested in the relationship between the environment and natural phenotypic variation (Turreson 1922; Clausen et al. 1948; Bradshaw 1965; Antonovics & Bradshaw 1970). Studies have demonstrated that natural selection in different microhabitats within potentially interbreeding populations can result in associations of genotypes, or alleles of candidate genes, with habitat types (e.g., Hamrick & Allard 1972; Schmidt & Rand 1999; Schmidt et al. 2008). These studies support the evolutionary theory that heritable phenotypic variation for traits that increase tolerance to local conditions can result in adaptation to local conditions. Strong selection should act on these traits leading to genetic differentiation, and therefore, to locally adapted populations even in the face of gene flow (Levene 1953; Hedrick 1976; Caisse & Antonovics 1978; Feder et al. 1997). However, studies across a diversity of taxa have found either no association of genetic differences with habitat (e.g. Richards et al. 2004; examples in Schmidt et al. 2008) or that low levels of molecular level diversity were not associated with decreased phenotypic variation or habitat variation (Dlugosch & Parker 2008; Richards et al. 2012).

The predicted relationship between genetic variation and environmental conditions rests on the assumption that the heritable variation in traits that responds to selection along gradients is based only on DNA sequence differences (Schmidt et al. 2008; Fischer et al. 2013; Roda et al. 2013). However, the actual mechanisms that underlie heritable phenotypic variation are not completely understood, particularly those attributable to factors other than genotype (Richards et
One important source of phenotypic variation is phenotypic plasticity, which allows for variation in phenotype from the same genotype in response to different environmental conditions. The ability to express plasticity is modulated at a molecular level, and there is considerable evidence that both genetic and epigenetic effects contribute to phenotypic plasticity (Bossdorf et al. 2010; Herrera & Bazaga 2013; Zhang et al. 2013; Nicotra et al. 2015). In ecological studies, the most studied epigenetic effect is DNA methylation (Schrey et al. 2013). DNA methylation has been shown to increase in variance in response to exposure to stress (Verhoeven et al. 2010; Dowen et al. 2012) and affect ecologically important phenotypes (Cortijo et al. 2014; Kilvitis et al. 2014). Because epigenetic states can be altered in organisms facing stressful conditions, epigenetic effects could allow for rapid phenotypic response to dynamic environments without any change in genetic variation, thereby affecting the evolutionary potential of natural populations (Bossdorf et al. 2008; Richards et al. 2010a).

Coastal salt marshes have been ideal systems for examining how organisms respond to environmental variation because they contain severe environmental gradients that have been correlated to variation within species, as well as zonation patterns among species (Pennings & Bertness 2001; Richards et al. 2005, 2010b). In particular, the dominant salt marsh plant, *Spartina alterniflora*, has a large native range that extends along the Atlantic to Gulf coasts of North America and is tolerant to a wide array of environmental conditions (Pennings & Bertness 2001; Richards et al. 2005). Previous studies have shown that *S. alterniflora* displays variation in many traits correlated with environmental drivers; such as inundation, nutrients, and salinity gradients (e.g. Richards et al. 2005). Replicate populations along the east coast of North America provide a unique opportunity to explore how natural selection can shape the genetic make-up of populations (Schmidt et al. 2008). Our previous work in these salt marshes found no association
between habitat and multi-locus genotypes (i.e. alleles at allozyme loci), even though plants across the gradient harbor high levels of genetic and genotypic variation and are actively reproducing (Richards et al. 2004).

In this study, our objective was to determine if epigenetic variation is correlated to habitat along a salinity gradient, which includes the wide environmental tolerance of *S. alterniflora*. We screened *S. alterniflora* from three habitat types (i.e. low, medium, and high salt) within and among five native populations on Sapelo Island, GA at both genetic (amplified fragment length polymorphism, AFLP) and epigenetic (methylation sensitive (MS)-AFLP) markers. We tested the hypothesis that epigenetic differentiation occurs among habitats along the gradient, while genetic differentiation does not.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study species and sampling sites**

We conducted this study at five sites separated by approximately 5-20 km on Sapelo Island, GA, USA (31° 28’ N, 81° 14’ W) in May 2011 (Fig. 2.1). The salt marshes within each site were typical of those in the south-eastern United States and *Spartina alterniflora* was the dominant plant species (Richards et al. 2004, 2005). We defined each site as a distinct population that consists of potentially interbreeding individuals. Within each population, *S. alterniflora* occurs across a broad range of environmental conditions (e.g. soil salinities range from 20 to >100 ppt), and exhibits a broad range phenotypic variation (heights range from approximately 20 to 200 cm; Richards et al. 2005) that is correlated to environmental factors.

Our sampling scheme allowed for the examination of genetic and epigenetic variation at population and habitat-level within populations (i.e. sub-population) spatial scales. Within each
population, we established a 10 m transect within each of the low, intermediate, and high salt habitats (sensu Richards et al. 2004). This sampling scheme allowed us to use the relative height of plants as a proxy for salinity (e.g. Richards et al. 2005), and it assumes that the relative salinity between habitats within a population is approximately the same across all populations. We collected plant tissue at 1 m increments on both sides of each transect, resulting in 20 samples each from a) high salt, which were the shortest plants adjacent to salt pans, b) intermediate salt, which were intermediate height plants at least 3 m from high and low salt transects, and c) low salt, which were the tallest plants adjacent to a tidal creek. We collected the second or third fully expanded leaf on each plant that did not exhibit signs of herbivory. All samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen in the field within 10 minutes of being harvested and stored at -20°C until further analysis.

**AFLP and MS-AFLP protocol**

We screened a total of 287 individuals for genetic variation using AFLP. We performed duplicate DNA extractions from each of the plant samples with the Qiagen DNeasy Plant Mini kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). We screened each of the duplicates through the entire AFLP protocol following Richards et al. (2012), using EcoRI+AGC (6-FAM) and +ACG (HEX) labeled primers with MseI+CAA unlabeled primers, to ensure reliable scoring of AFLP fragments. We sent selective PCR products to Iowa State University DNA facility for fragment analysis on an ABI3130XL.

We used the R package RawGeno 2.0 (Arrigo et al. 2009) to score AFLP fragments. We manually set bin widths using the graphic interface with the minimum relative fluorescence units for band identification set at 50. These parameters resulted in 96 reliably scored AFLP bands,
with bands present coded as “1”, absent coded as “0”. Where duplicates did not match at a certain locus, the band was recorded as present to minimize the chance of missing a present band because of inefficient PCR amplification. Throughout, we use “locus” to indicate a specific fragment size in the AFLP and MS-AFLP results. We use “haplotype” to indicate the collection of binary variable positions (dominant genotypes) for each individual at AFLP loci, and “epi-genotype” to indicate the collection of binary variable positions at MS-AFLP loci.

For MS-AFLP, we screened 298 individuals using the same duplicate DNA extractions used for AFLP. In two reactions for each duplicate DNA extraction, we replaced MseI with either MspI+TCAT or HpaII+TCAT. MspI and HpaII are isochizomers (restriction site CCGG) with different sensitivities to cytosine methylation. Cleaving by HpaII is blocked when the inner or outer C is methylated at both strands, while cleaving by MspI is blocked when the outer cytosines are fully or hemi-methylated; cleaving in both enzymes is blocked when both cytosines are methylated. We scored four methylation states with MS-AFLP: Type 1 is when both enzymes cut (no methylation); Type 2 if HpaII does not cut and MspI does cut (restriction site has a methylated internal C), Type 3 if HpaII does cut and MspI does not (restriction site has a hemi-methylated outer C); and Type 4 is when no band is produced, indicating either hypermethylation or a sequence mutation at the restriction site. We pooled data into two categories, methylated (Type 2 and Type 3) or not methylated (Type 1) restriction sites. We treated Type 4 as missing data, because the methylation state cannot be specified (Salmon et al. 2008). While some advocate for discriminating between Type 2 and Type 3 methylation (Schulz et al. 2014; Medrano et al. 2014), recent work indicates that Type 2 and 3 variation cannot be simply interpreted as CG versus CHG methylation, because what looks like CHG methylation is
often caused by differential CG methylation at internal restriction sites nested within fragments (Fulnecek & Kovarik 2014).

**Genetic and epigenetic analysis:**

Although we initially assumed that each of the five sites represented unique potentially interbreeding populations, we tested this assumption by calculating standard population genetics statistics within and among populations and habitats. We used GenALex 6.5 (Peakall & Smouse 2012) to estimate haplotype diversity ($h$-AFLP), epigenetic diversity ($h$-MS-AFLP), and percent polymorphisms by site (Table 2.1). We also used GenALex to estimate genetic differentiation and epigenetic differentiation using hierarchical analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA). We conducted hierarchical AMOVA treating each of the habitats within sites as if they were separate sub-populations (total = 15 sub-populations). This analysis assessed if physical geography structured genetic or epigenetic differences by comparing variances among populations ($\Phi_{RT}$), among sub-populations (i.e. habitats) within populations ($\Phi_{PR}$), and among sub-populations ($\Phi_{PT}$). We used 9999 permutations to estimate statistical significance and the initial alpha of 0.05. We also estimated $\Phi_{ST}$ pairwise among sub-populations with GenALex. Following the pairwise analysis, we determined how many pairwise comparisons were significantly different from each other by the false discovery rate method ($FDR = 0.05$: Benjamini & Hochberg 1995).

While the hierarchical AMOVA can identify whether plants in different habitats are differentiated within populations, AMOVA cannot determine repeated patterns in response to a gradient among populations. Instead, the different habitats are treated as three random sub-populations within a site. Relatedness within populations may also mask the repeated fine scale differences that might occur in replicate populations with similar environmental gradients. In
order to specifically test for repeated patterns across similar conditions, we ran a permutational multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) using the Adonis function within the Vegan package of R. This analysis allowed us to specifically examine the repeated genetic and epigenetic response to “high”, “medium” and “low” salt habitats. As a component of this and following analyses, we used the Euclidean genetic distance matrix (with interpolation for missing values) generated by GenALex as our input data so that comparisons among analyses would be more consistent.

For the genetic data only, we performed Bayesian clustering using Structure v.2.3.4 to estimate population structure among individuals (Pritchard et al. 2000; Falush et al. 2003). Structure estimates the number of groups (k) present among individuals, and assigns individuals to each k using Bayesian modeling. We tested eight populations (k = 1-8), three more than the maximum number of anticipated populations (Evanno et al. 2005), with five independent runs at each k using both the log probability of observing the data (ln Pr(x|k)) method of Structure and Delta k (Evanno et al. 2005) to determine the number of populations that best fit the data. We incorporated sampling location data in our model to assist in detecting weak amounts of differentiation. We performed clustering with the admixture model, 30,000 burn-in steps, 100,000 post burn-in steps, and allowed correlated allele frequencies. We assigned individuals to groups based on the highest q-value. We also performed a Mantel test using ZT software (Bonnet & Van der Peer 2002) to determine if genetic differentiation was driven by isolation-by-distance. We used the Euclidean genetic distance matrix generated by GenALex, and we created a pairwise geographic distance matrix among the sub-populations using distances obtained via Google Earth.
**Comparison between genetic and epigenetic variation**

We simultaneously analyzed the correlation between genetic variation, epigenetic variation and habitat by performing a partial Mantel test using ZT software (Bonnet & Van der Peer 2002). The partial Mantel test determines correlations between two distance matrices while controlling for correlations with a third matrix. In this case, to create the habitat distance matrix we created a step-wise distance matrix to represent the relative salinity difference between habitats within a population. We use zero (0) for distance within the same habitat, one (1) for the distance between low and medium or between medium and high salt habitats, and two (2) for the distance between low and high salt habitats. We tested for a relationship between genetic variation and habitat while controlling for correlations between genetic variation and epigenetic variation and epigenetic variation and habitat. Likewise, we tested for a relationship between epigenetic variation and habitat while controlling for correlations between genetic variation and epigenetic variation and genetic variation and habitat. We also performed a Mantel test using the ZT software (Bonnet & Van der Peer 2002) to test for a relationship between genetic and epigenetic variation. In all cases, we used the Euclidean genetic and epigenetic distance matrices generated by GenALex.

To determine if specific AFLP and MS-AFLP loci were correlated with habitat, we ran a generalized linear model using the “glm” function in R. “Population” was set as a random effect, and the distribution family was set as “binomial.” This allowed us to isolate specific loci that might otherwise be swamped out by genome wide analyses.
RESULTS

Genetic diversity and structure

Across all populations, genetic diversity was high (Table 2.1). Nearly every individual (n = 287) exhibited a unique haplotype across 96 polymorphic loci and haplotype diversity (h-AFLP) ranged from 0.317-0.412 among the five sampling sites (Table 2.1). Population structure was detected at every hierarchical level: among populations (\(\Phi_{RT} = 0.088, p < 0.001\)), among sub-populations (habitats) within populations (\(\Phi_{PR} = 0.071, p = 0.0001\)), and among sub-populations (\(\Phi_{PT} = 0.152, p = 0.0001\)). In pairwise comparisons of the 15 sub-populations, 88.6% of the tests were significant (FDR = 0.05; Table 2.2). Thus, samples from the different habitats within each population (e.g. Apex population: low, medium, and high salt habitats) were typically different from each other and also from the samples from each habitat in other populations. Despite the significant sub-population structure within populations, the permutational MANOVA showed no effect of habitat type, which suggests a lack of consistent genetic differentiation to habitat type.

Structure identified two genetic groups. The maximum \(\ln \Pr(X|K)\) was K2 (-13498.5) and the maximum Delta K was K2 (6,823.4). Bayesian clustering showed a pattern of weak genetic isolation by distance among the different sites, which suggests geographic-based isolation by distance between the north-east (i.e. Apex and Cabretta) and south-west (i.e. Hunt Camp, Lighthouse, and Marsh Landing) portions of the island or a north-south gradient in genetic make-up on the island (Fig. 2.1). A Mantel test comparing genetic distance and geographic distance showed a highly significant correlation between geographic distance and genetic variation (\(r = 0.20, p < 0.0001\)).
Epigenetic diversity and structure

We found a high level of epigenetic variation across sites. Nearly every individual (n = 298) exhibited a unique epi-genotype across 80 polymorphic loci, and epi-genotype diversity (h-MSAFLP) ranged from 0.336-0.402 among the five sampling sites (Table 2.1). Hierarchical AMOVA revealed epigenetic structure among populations ($\Phi_{RT} = 0.045$, $p = 0.0001$), among sub-populations (habitats) within populations ($\Phi_{PR} = 0.056$, $p = 0.0001$), and among sub-populations ($\Phi_{PT} = 0.098$, $p = 0.0001$). In post-hoc pairwise comparisons, 95.2% of the tests were significant ($FDR = 0.05$, Table 2.2). Thus, nearly all sub-populations were significantly differentiated at epigenetic loci. Despite the significant sub-population structure within populations, the permutational MANOVA showed no effect of habitat, which suggests no consistent epigenetic differentiation to habitat type.

Comparison between genetic and epigenetic diversity

We detected an independent portion of epigenetic variation that was weakly, but significantly correlated with habitat when we controlled for the correlation with genetic variation (partial Mantel test, $r = 0.026$, $p = 0.0047$: Fig. 2.2). Partial Mantel tests on each site showed stronger correlations to support this trend ($0.057 < r < 0.213$; $p \leq 0.034$), with the exception of Marsh Landing. We found a stronger correlation between genetic and epigenetic variation ($r = 0.424$, $p < 0.001$) than between epigenetic variation and habitat. However, there was no relationship between genetic variation and habitat when we controlled for the correlation with epigenetic variation. Further, the generalized linear model identified only 8.3% of the AFLP loci were significantly correlated with habitat (Fig. 2.3A), while 16.3% of the MS-AFLP loci were significantly correlated with habitat (Fig. 2.3B). Thus, while epigenetic and genetic variation
were strongly correlated, habitat differences showed stronger correlation with epigenetic than with genetic variation (Fig. 2.2).

**DISCUSSION**

In recent years, several lines of evidence have suggested that epigenetic mechanisms could contribute to response to dynamic or stressful environments independent of genetic variation, but these ideas have rarely been tested in natural populations. While we found significant genetic and epigenetic population and sub-population structure, we identified a weak but significant independent correlation between epigenetic variation and habitat, and no independent correlation between genetic variation and habitat when we statistically control for the correlation between genetic and epigenetic variation. Considering the complex relationship between genetic and epigenetic variation (Richards 2006; Richards et al. 2010b), the application of partial Mantel tests was critical to isolate the independent relationships between genetic and epigenetic variation with habitat type.

We found high levels of genetic and epigenetic variation in *Spartina alterniflora*, and contrary to our prediction we found significant genetic and epigenetic structure among populations and among habitats within populations. However, AMOVA tells us only that the sub-populations are different from each other and cannot detect ordered response across replicate populations. Therefore, detecting significant structure within populations does not address repeated response to similar location along the environmental gradient. In order to test for repeated response to similar conditions along the environmental gradients within populations, we used permutational MANOVA. This analysis revealed that there was no repeated change in genetic or epigenetic structure in response to habitat when each was analyzed separately; though,
a generalized linear model on each locus revealed individual AFLP and MS-AFLP loci that are correlated with habitat. The presence of nearly twice as many epigenetic loci correlated with habitat suggests that DNA methylation may be an important source of variation in response to environmental conditions. Isolating how much this source of variation is due to a correlation with genetic variation versus independent of genetic variation requires further work.

Previous studies that have found relationships between epigenetic variation and environmental factors have often benefitted from naturally low levels of genotypic diversity (e.g. Verhoeven et al. 2010; Richards et al. 2012; Herrera & Bazaga 2013) or artificially increased variation in methylation within replicate isogenic lines (Zhang et al. 2013; Cortijo et al. 2014). As we expand our studies of epigenetics into a variety of non-model organisms, including those with high levels of genetic variation, researchers will be faced with the confounding problem of the potential correlation between genetic and epigenetic variation: a problem that has already been highlighted as one of the important issues in the field of ecological epigenetics (Bossdorf et al. 2008, 2010; Richards et al. 2010a).

To disentangle these two sources of variation, Richards (2006) categorized the possible relationships between genetics and epigenetics as obligate, facilitated, or pure. Obligate epigenetic variation is directly correlated with genetic, pure is independent from genetic, and facilitated is partially correlated with genetic variation but the outcome of the epigenetic state is context dependent. Careful design of experiments and analyses are therefore required to determine the complex interactions between genetic and epigenetic variation in natural populations (e.g. Bossdorf et al. 2010; Herrera & Bazaga 2013; Nicotra et al. 2015).

In our *S. alterniflora* populations, high levels of both genetic and epigenetic diversity made it challenging to parse out which mechanisms may be independently contributing to
environmental response. AFLP and MS-AFLP determine genome-wide patterns of variation, but epigenetically mediated functional responses may be restricted to a few specific loci that we cannot standardize across diverse genotypes. For example, each individual possessed a unique genotype, but similarly-sized fragments across the individuals could be related to similar function. We may not be able to make that same assumption about MS-AFLP loci. Additionally, it is difficult to evaluate genetic and epigenetic variation simultaneously and account for the correlation between the two. To address this, we used a partial Mantel test across populations to accomplish this simultaneous analysis and showed that independent epigenetic variation is significantly, if weakly, correlated with habitat, when we control for a correlation with genetic variation. Separate partial Mantel tests on each population showed even stronger support for significant, independent epigenetic correlations with habitat in four out of five populations when the correlation with genetic variation was controlled. These findings suggest that assessing AFLP and MS-AFLP data sets separately may misrepresent the roles of genetic and epigenetic variation. Analyses that accommodate a comparison between both data sets and allow for controlling for the correlation between genetic and epigenetic data can reveal significant relationships that are otherwise obscured.

Our results support the potential importance of DNA methylation in *S. alterniflora* habitat response, even in the presence of genetic population structure, but also generate additional questions. For example, are these loci associated with specific phenotypes that are ecologically-relevant? Are the epigenetic loci associated with identifiable, functional genes or gene networks that are important in response to environmental conditions? Is this epigenetic variation constitutively passed on to the next generation or necessarily induced by the environment?
Answering these questions will be challenging in naturally, wind pollinated, and outcrossing plants like *S. alterniflora* that are long lived and have few genomics resources. Although we currently face limitations in many non-model species, data from other systems suggest that DNA methylation is important for many questions in ecology and evolution (Kilvitis et al 2014; Robertson & Richards 2015). For example, there is mounting evidence that DNA methylation is associated with complex ecologically important traits. One of the clearest examples is the epimutation in the *Lcyc* gene in *Linaria vulgaris* which transforms the flower from the wild type bilateral symmetry to radial symmetry (Cubas et al. 1999). In *Helleborus foetidus*, global methylation levels have been significantly associated with size and fecundity-related traits (Alonso et al. 2014). Chemically reduced methylation levels on epigenetic recombinant inbred lines (epiRILs) developed in a single genotype of *Arabidopsis thaliana* have resulted in decreased phenotypic plasticity, size, biomass, and fecundity-related traits; while increasing flowering time and mortality (Bossdorf et al. 2010). Further experiments on these epiRILs have identified epigenetic quantitative trait loci (QTLepi), which account for 90% of the heritability of flowering time and 60% of the heritability of primary root length (Cortijo et al. 2014).

While recent studies support an important role of DNA methylation in ecologically and evolutionarily relevant traits, most are limited to the understanding of the complex relationship between genetic variation and epigenetic variation because they rely on systems naturally limited in genetic variation. For species that do exhibit genetic diversity (e.g. *A. thaliana*) the genome and epigenome are atypical compared to most plants that have been surveyed (Alonso et al. 2015). While several authors have suggested that DNA methylation is strictly under genetic control (e.g. Dubin et al. 2015; Hagmann et al. 2015), we have very little data in any system that
can address to what extent there is a component of epigenetic variation independent of genetic variation that contributes to organismal function. Our study demonstrates that we can expose an independent epigenetic component using MS-AFLPs – the next step will be to use higher-resolution methods to understand the functional consequences of that independent component. An important step in this process is identifying the functional relationship between DNA methylation and gene expression, and ultimately phenotype (Alvarez et al. 2015). While further work is required to determine if there is a causal link between DNA methylation and the phenotypic differences exhibited across the environmental gradient in S. alterniflora, this work will inform our understanding of how complex genomes translate into functional variation in natural environments.

As more field studies and studies on non-model organisms are done, researchers must be mindful of the potential correlation between genetic and epigenetic variation. This correlation is one of the important issues in the field of ecological epigenetics, and it may prove difficult to define epigenetic variation as obligate, facilitated, or pure (Richards 2006, Richards et al. 2010a). Our study shows that statistical approaches can reveal correlations between epigenetic variation and habitat when the correlation with genetic variation is controlled for. Though more studies are needed to determine if this correlation between DNA methylation and habitat is also correlated with differential gene expression and ecologically-relevant traits, the current body of epigenetic data supports that epigenetics could play a role at several levels of biological hierarchy. We are beginning to address these questions using sequencing techniques, to identify relationships between DNA methylation, functional genomic elements and ecologically relevant traits.
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Table 2.1: Mean AFLP haplotype and MS-AFLP epi-genotype diversity ($h$) and percent polymorphic loci by site (% P), based on 96 polymorphic AFLP loci and 80 polymorphic MS-AFLP loci in *Spartina alterniflora* sampled from three habitats (i.e. low, intermediate, and high salt) within five sites on Sapelo Island, GA. (SE = standard error)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$h$-AFLP (SE)</th>
<th>AFLP % P</th>
<th>$h$-MS-AFLP (SE)</th>
<th>MS-AFLP % P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apex</td>
<td>0.410 (0.011)</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0.402 (0.014)</td>
<td>98.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabretta</td>
<td>0.412 (0.011)</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0.374 (0.012)</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunt Camp</td>
<td>0.400 (0.011)</td>
<td>98.96%</td>
<td>0.358 (0.015)</td>
<td>95.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighthouse</td>
<td>0.338 (0.017)</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
<td>0.389 (0.016)</td>
<td>95.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh Landing</td>
<td>0.317 (0.018)</td>
<td>91.67%</td>
<td>0.336 (0.017)</td>
<td>95.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.375 (0.006)</td>
<td>96.88%</td>
<td>0.372 (0.007)</td>
<td>96.75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.2: Pairwise $\Phi_{ST}$ values for comparisons among 15 sub-populations at AFLP (above the diagonal) and MS-AFLP (below the diagonal). NS indicates a non-significant $\Phi_{ST}$ value, all others are significant based on FDR = 0.05. The first letter of the sub-population labels is the site (i.e. Apex, Cabretta, Hunt Camp, Lighthouse, Marsh Landing), and the second letter is the habitat (i.e. high, medium, and low salinity).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AH</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>CH</th>
<th>CM</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>HH</th>
<th>HM</th>
<th>HL</th>
<th>LH</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>LL</th>
<th>MH</th>
<th>MM</th>
<th>ML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.04 NS</td>
<td>0 NS</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.03 NS</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04 NS</td>
<td>0.04 NS</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 NS</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.02 NS</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01 NS</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 NS</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0 NS</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05 NS</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.01 NS</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.02 NS</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.03 NS</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01 NS</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.02 NS</td>
<td>0.02 NS</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02 NS</td>
<td>0.02 NS</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.1: Map of the five sampling sites on Sapelo Island, GA with the results of Bayesian clustering from the program Structure. Population assignment to two groups is indicated by shaded portion of circle (Group 1=light grey, Group 2=dark grey).
Figure 2.2: Genetic and epigenetic correlations (r value when significant and p-value) to variation in habitat (i.e. low, medium, high salt) using partial Mantel tests. The correlation between genetic and epigenetic variation was calculated in a separate Mantel test.
Figure 2.3: Frequencies of (A) AFLP and (B) MS-AFLP loci that were significantly correlated with habitat using a generalized linear model.
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ABSTRACT

Variation in ecologically-relevant traits allows organisms to cope with environmental variation; however, the underlying molecular mechanisms of this response are largely unknown. While we know that both traits and plasticity in traits are genetically based, investigating epigenetic mechanisms, like DNA methylation, may provide more nuanced understanding of the mechanisms underlying response to environment. Variation in DNA methylation can result in phenotypic variation, allow for response to environmental variation, and be stably transmitted across generations. Using AFLP and methylation-sensitive AFLP (MS-AFLP) to assess genetic and epigenetic variation, we tested the hypothesis that *Borrichia frutescens* exhibits epigenetic differentiation, but not genetic differentiation, to habitats along natural salt marsh environmental gradients. With separate AMOVAs, we detected genetic and epigenetic differentiation among habitats across Sapelo Island, GA. However, when genetic and epigenetic variation were analyzed simultaneously across the five populations combined, we found no significant
correlations between genetic or epigenetic variation and habitat. Yet, we found significant correlations between epigenetic variation and habitat and/or genetic variation and habitat in four out of five populations. These analyses suggest that site-specific conditions and historical contingency may cloud our ability to detect response in replicate populations with similar environmental gradients. Additionally, genetic (4.7%) and epigenetic (17%) loci were significantly correlated to habitat, which may better reflect response to conditions along gradients of the salt marsh than genome-wide population structure. Future studies controlling for the correlation between genetic variation and DNA methylation will be critical to disentangling the contributions of genetic and epigenetic response to environmental gradients.

**INTRODUCTION**

Ecological theory posits that a large proportion of phenotypic variation in natural populations may represent adaptive matching of phenotypes to environmental conditions (Turesson 1922; Clausen et al. 1948; Bradshaw 1965; Antonovics & Bradshaw 1970). To understand adaptation, ecological studies have typically focused on either the genetically-based specialization of putatively adaptive traits or the plasticity of putatively adaptive traits. Yet the two strategies are not mutually exclusive and even individuals with highly specialized traits can adjust to local conditions through phenotypic plasticity (Jump & Peñuelas 2005; van Kleunen & Fischer 2005; Richards et al. 2010b). Further, phenotypic plasticity is genetically based and can be acted on by natural selection if it allows individuals to maintain fitness in multiple habitats (i.e. “adaptive plasticity”; Sultan 2003; van Kleunen & Fischer 2005; Richards et al. 2006; 2010b; Herman et al. 2014).
Given that both trait specialization and plasticity are genetically based, the relative contributions of these strategies lead to different predictions about population genetic structure. Evolutionary models predict, and empirical studies support, that natural selection should lead to locally adapted populations. This is reflected in genetic differentiation among populations in different habitats (Levene 1953; Hedrick 1976; Feder et al. 1997; e.g. Fisher et al. 2013; Roda et al. 2014). On the other hand, with sufficient genetic variation, modest gene flow, and the frequency of habitat variation, theory predicts plasticity should be favored in heterogeneous environments leading to highly plastic generalists or general-purpose genotypes that can inhabit a wide variety of environmental conditions (van Tienderen 1991; Sultan and Spencer 2002; Herman et al. 2014). In such systems, studies have found a lack of population genetic structure associated specifically with habitat (e.g. Richards et al. 2004, 2012; Schmidt et al. 2008).

Despite the theoretical and empirical progress from the application of population genetics, the actual mechanisms underlying response to complex environmental conditions are not well understood (Keller 2011, 2014). Response to environment is modulated at the molecular level, and evidence is mounting that both genetic and epigenetic mechanisms play a role in controlling phenotype (Bossdorf et al. 2010; Nicotra et al. 2010, 2015; Herrera & Bazaga 2012, 2013). DNA methylation has been the most-studied epigenetic mechanism in ecology (Schrey et al. 2013), and it can effect ecologically-relevant traits and trait plasticity (Herrera & Bazaga 2012, 2013; Zhang et al. 2013; Cortijo et al. 2014; Xie et al. 2015). Variance in DNA methylation has also been shown to increase in response to ecologically relevant stressors (Verhoeven et al. 2010; Dowen et al. 2012; Herrera et al. 2012; Xie et al. 2015). As such, DNA methylation can provide a mechanism of rapid response for organisms living in stressful
conditions (Rapp & Wendel 2005; Bossdorf et al. 2008), potentially influencing the evolutionary rate and trajectory of natural populations (Klironomos et al. 2013; Platt et al. 2015).

The Atlantic coastal salt marshes provide natural replication of gradients in environmental conditions that allows for robust analyses of how population genetic and epigenetic markers may be structured by environmental stress and heterogeneity at different spatial scales (Pennings & Bertness 2001; Richards et al. 2004, 2005; Schmidt et al. 2008). In a survey of eight replicate populations of 12 salt marsh species, we found variation in many traits that reflect the ability to maintain nutrient uptake, conserve water, and make osmotic adjustments allowing intertidal plants to persist under the toxic and osmotic effects of inundation and high salinity (Flowers et al. 1977; Cavalieri & Huang 1979; Richards et al. 2005). Trait variation across all 12 species was significantly correlated with environmental drivers such as inundation, nutrients, and salinity gradients. One of the 12 species, *Borrichia frutescens* (Asteraceae: sea-oxeye daisy) demonstrated among the largest amount of phenotypic variation that was correlated with wide environmental breadth (Richards et al. 2005). In another study, we showed that *B. frutescens* has average levels of expected heterozygosity and high clonal diversity in natural populations (Richards et al. 2004). Although we expected that high levels of diversity across environmental gradients might lead to adaptive differentiation, in a glass house study we found that putative salt tolerance traits were extremely plastic in response to controlled salinity treatments. There was also no heritable variation in trait means across half-sibling families collected from high and low salt habitats (Richards et al. 2010b). Therefore, we found no evidence of specialization of salt tolerance traits or adaptation to salt level, but instead that highly plastic reaction norms for these traits are important for *B. frutescens* to live across a broad range of salinity.
Our previous studies provided no support for genetically based differentiation among habitats in *B. frutescens* at both functional genetic markers and putatively adaptive traits. Here, we intended to determine if epigenetic variation contributes to the wide environmental tolerance of *B. frutescens* instead. We sampled individuals from three different habitats (i.e. low, medium, and high salt) within five different sites and used amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) and methylation-sensitive (MS)-AFLP to quantify both genetic and epigenetic variation. We compared patterns of genetic and epigenetic differentiation separately and combined to test the hypothesis that repeated patterns of epigenetic differentiation to habitat would exist in the absence of genetic differentiation to habitat.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study species and sampling sites**

We performed this study among five sites on Sapelo Island, GA, USA (31° 28’ N, 81° 14’ W) separated by approximately 5-15 km in May 2011 (Figure 3.1). The salt marshes within each site were typical of those in the south-eastern United States, and we defined each site as a distinct population that consists of potentially interbreeding individuals. Within each population, *B. frutescens* typically exists in freestanding mounds that span a broad range of environmental conditions (e.g. salinity ranges from 4 ppt to hypersaline conditions of 127 ppt; Antlfinger 1981; Richards et al. 2005). In our previous study within and among mounds, environmental conditions were correlated with variation in height, number of leaves, and length, width and thickness of three fully emerged leaves (e.g. heights of mature individuals ranged on a gradual cline from 12.5 to 100 cm), and the salinity of the soil occupied by these individuals was the strongest predictor of variation in all traits measured (Richards et al. 2005). *Borrichia frutescens*
reproduces both clonally by rhizomes (Pennings & Callaway 2000) and sexually through bee and butterfly pollinated, completely outcrossed seeds (Antlfinger 1982). The relative contribution of each type of reproduction is unknown, but populations have average levels of genetic diversity and heterozygosity for species with similar life history characteristics (Richards et al. 2004).

Our sampling allowed for the examination of genetic and epigenetic variation at the spatial scales of population and habitat-level within populations (i.e. putative “sub-populations”). Within each population, we established transects within each of the low, intermediate, and high salt habitats (sensu Richards et al. 2004). At the Cabretta, Hunt Camp, Marsh Landing and Shell Hammock sites, we sampled at 1-m intervals along a 20m transect. At the Lighthouse site, B. frutescens grew in larger mounds, so we established 10m transects and sampled at 1-m increments on both sides. This sampling scheme resulted in 20 samples each from a) high salt, which were the shortest plants on the edge of mounds adjacent to the salt pan, b) intermediate salt, which were intermediate height plants equidistant and separated at least 1-m from low and high salt transects, and c) low salt, which were tall plants in the center of mounds. We collected fully expanded leaves that did not exhibit signs of herbivory, froze the samples in liquid nitrogen in the field within 10 minutes of being harvested and stored the samples at -20°C until later analysis.

**AFLP and MS-AFLP protocol**

We screened a total of 288 individuals for genetic variation using AFLP. We isolated duplicate DNA extractions from each plant sample with the Qiagen DNeasy Plant Mini kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). We screened each of the duplicates through the entire AFLP protocol following Richards et al. (2012), using EcoRI+AGC (6-FAM) and +ACG (HEX) labeled primers with MseI+CAA unlabeled primers to ensure reliable scoring of AFLP
fragments. We sent selective PCR products to Iowa State University DNA facility for fragment analysis on an ABI3130XL.

To score AFLP fragments, we used the RawGeno 2.0 (Arrigo et al. 2009) R package. We manually set bin widths using the graphic interface with the minimum relative fluorescence units for band identification set at 50. These parameters resulted in 64 AFLP bands that were consistent across duplicates, with bands coded as ‘1’ or ‘0’ for present and absent, respectively. Where duplicates did not match at a certain locus, the band was recorded as present, which minimized the chance of missing a present band because of inefficient PCR amplification. Throughout we use “locus” to indicate a specific fragment size in the AFLP and MS-AFLP results. We use “haplotype” to indicate the binary variable positions (dominant genotypes) for each individual’s collection of AFLP loci, and “epi-genotype” to indicate the collection of binary variable positions of MS-AFLP loci.

For MS-AFLP we screened the 288 individuals using the same duplicate DNA extractions used for the AFLP protocol, which resulted in 47 AFLP bands that were repeatable across duplicates. In two separate reactions, we replaced the MseI with either MspI or HpaII. MspI and HpaII are isochizomers (restriction CCGG) with different sensitivities to cytosine methylation. Cleaving by HpaII is blocked when the inner or outer cytosine is methylated on both strands, while cleaving by MspI is blocked when the outer cytosines are fully or hemi-methylated. Cleaving by both enzymes is blocked when both cytosines are methylated. Following standard methods (Salmon et al. 2008; Richards et al. 2012), we scored four methylation states: Type 1 is when both enzymes cut (no methylation); Type 2 when HpaII does not cut but MspI does cut (methylated internal cytosine); Type 3 when HpaII does cut but MspI does not (hemi-methylated outer cytosine); and Type 4 when no band is produced (either hemi-
methylation or sequence mutation). We pooled these methylation states into two categories: methylated (Type 2 and Type 3) and unmethylated (Type 1) restriction sites. We treated Type 4 as missing data, because the methylation state cannot be specified (Salmon et al. 2008). Some advocate for discriminating against Type 2 and Type 3 methylation because based on enzyme specificities they are expected to capture methylation in CG versus CHG contexts which are associated with different functionality in plants (Schulz et al. 2014; Medrano et al. 2014). However, recent work indicates that Type 2 and 3 variation cannot simply be interpreted as CG versus CHG methylation. This is because what looks like CHG methylation is often caused by the nesting of internal restriction sites that exhibit differential methylation within MS-AFLP fragments (Fulnecek & Kovarik 2014).

**Genetic and epigenetic analysis**

We initially assumed that each of the five sampling sites represented unique, potentially interbreeding populations. We tested this assumption by calculating standard population genetics statistics within and among populations and habitats using GenALex 6.5 (Peakall & Smouse 2012). We estimated haplotype diversity (h-AFLP), epi-genotype diversity (h-MS-AFLP) and percent polymorphisms by site (Table 1). We also used GenALex to estimate genetic and epigenetic differentiation using hierarchical analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA). We treated each of the habitats within a site (low, intermediate, and high salt) as if they were sub-populations within the sites (total=15 sub-populations). This analysis assessed if spatial location structured genetic or epigenetic differences by comparing variances among populations (Φₚₛ), among sub-populations (i.e. habitats) within populations (Φₛᵣₛ), and among all sub-populations (Φₛₛᵣₛ). We used 9,999 permutations to estimate statistical significance and an initial alpha of
0.05. We also estimate pairwise $\Phi_{ST}$ among sub-populations, and determined how many pairwise comparisons were significantly different from each other by the false discovery rate method (FDR=0.05; Benjamini & Hochberg 1995).

The hierarchical AMOVA can only identify whether plants in different sub-populations are differentiated within populations, but cannot determine repeated patterns in response to a gradient among populations since the different sub-populations are treated as random sub-populations within a population. To specifically test for repeated patterns across similar conditions, we ran a permutational multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) using the Adonis function within the Vegan package of R. This analysis allowed us to examine the repeated genetic and epigenetic response to “high,” “medium,” and low” salt habitats across the five populations. We used the Euclidean genetic and epigenetic distance matrices (with interpolation of missing values) generate by GenALEx as the basis for this analysis so that comparisons among analyses would be consistent.

For the genetic data only, we performed Bayesian clustering using Structure v.2.3.4 to estimate population structure among individuals (Pritchard et al. 2000; Falush et al. 2003). Structure estimates the number of groups (k) present among individuals, and assigns individuals to each k using Bayesian modeling. We tested eight populations (k=1-8), three more than the expected number (Evanno et al. 2005), with five independent runs at each k using both the log probability of observing the data (ln $Pr(x|k)$) method of Structure and Delta k (Evanno et al. 2005), which allowed us to determine the number of populations that best fit the data. We incorporated sampling location in our model to assist in detecting weak differentiation. We performed clustering with the admixture model, 30,000 burn-in steps, 100,000 post-burn-in steps, and allowed correlated allele frequencies. We assigned individuals to groups based on the
highest q-value. We also performed a Mantel test to determine if genetic differentiation was driven by isolation-by-distance. Again, we used the Euclidean genetic distance matrix generated by GenALex as the basis of this analysis, and we created a pairwise geographic distance matrix among the sampling sites using distances obtained via Google Earth.

**Comparison between genetic and epigenetic variation**

We analyzed the correlation between genetic variation, epigenetic variation, and habitat by performing Mantel and partial Mantel tests using ZT software (Bonnet & Van der Peer 2002). To test for a relationship between genetic and epigenetic variation, we performed a simple Mantel test using ZT software. The partial Mantel test determines correlations between two distance matrices while controlling for correlations with a third matrix. In this case, to create the habitat distance matrix we used zero (0) for distance within the same habitat, one (1) for the distance between low and medium or between medium and high salt habitats, and two (2) for the distance between low and high salt habitats. This design allowed us to determine if there were correlations between genetic and/or epigenetic variation with habitat across all sites, but makes the assumption that the relative salinity between habitats within a site is similar among all sites. We tested for a relationship between genetic variation and habitat while controlling for epigenetic variation. Likewise, we tested for a relationship between epigenetic variation and habitat while controlling for correlations with genetic variation. In all cases we used the Euclidean genetic and epigenetic distance matrices generated by GenALex.

To determine if specific AFLP and MS-AFLP loci were correlated with habitat, we ran a generalized linear model using the “glm” function in R. “Population” was set as a random effect,
and the distribution family was set as “binomial.” This allowed us to isolate specific loci that might otherwise be masked by a genome-wide analysis.

RESULTS

Genetic diversity and structure

Genetic diversity across all sites was high (Table 3.1). Nearly every individual (n=288) exhibited a unique haplotype across 64 polymorphic loci, and haplotype diversity (h-AFLP) ranged from 0.249-0.316 among the five sampling sites (Table 3.1). We detected population structure at every level of hierarchy (explaining 8% and 7% of the variation at the population and sub-population within population levels; Table 3.2). In pairwise comparison of the 15 sub-populations we found that 83.8% of the tests were significant (FDR=0.05: Table 3.3). This indicates that samples from different habitats within each population (e.g. Cabretta low, medium, and high salt) were typically different from each other and also from samples from each habitat in other populations. Though we found significant sub-population structure within populations, the permutational MANOVA showed no effect of habitat type. This finding suggests a lack of consistent genetic differentiation to habitat type.

Structure identified two genetic groups. The maximum ln Pr(X|K) was K2 (-7,864.7) and the maximum Delta K was K2 (2,697.9). Bayesian clustering showed a pattern of weak genetic isolation by distance among the different sites, which suggests geographic-based isolation by distance between the north (i.e. Cabretta and Hunt Camp) and south (i.e. Lighthouse, Marsh Landing, and Shell Hammock) portions of the island, or a north-south gradient in genetic make-up on the island (Figure 1). A Mantel test comparing genetic distance and geographic distance
failed to detect a correlation between genetic variation and geographic distance \( (r = 0.004, p < 0.38) \).

**Epigenetic diversity and structure**

We found a high level of epigenetic variation across sites (Table 3.1). Nearly every individual \( (n=288) \) exhibited a unique epi-genotype across 47 polymorphic loci, and epi-genotype diversity \( (h\text{-}\text{MSAFLP}) \) ranged from 0.280-0.339 across all sampling sites. We detected epigenetic structure at every level of hierarchy (explaining 6% and 7% of the variation at the population and sub-population within population levels; Table 3.2). In pairwise comparisons of the sub-populations we found that 94.3% the tests were significantly different \( (\text{FDR}=0.05) \). This indicates that nearly all sub-populations were different from other sub-populations within the same site, as well as different from sub-populations in other sites. Though we found significant sub-population structure within populations, the permutational MANOVA showed no effect of habitat, suggesting a lack of consistent epigenetic differentiation to habitat type across the island.

**Comparison between genetic and epigenetic variation**

In a combined analysis across all five populations, we detected a significant correlation between genetic and epigenetic variation \( (\text{Mantel test, } r = 0.107, p = 0.001) \), but neither was independently correlated with habitat \( (\text{Figure 3.2}) \). However, in separate analyses for each population, we did find independent correlations between epigenetic variation and habitat in three of the five populations \( (\text{Hunt Camp, Lighthouse and Marsh Landing; Table 3.4}) \). In two of these three populations \( (\text{Hunt Camp and Marsh Landing}) \) and in a third \( (\text{Cabretta}) \), we also found significant correlations between genetic variation and habitat independent of epigenetic
variation. In these four populations where there was an independent correlation with either genetic or epigenetic variation or both, there was no correlation between genetic and epigenetic variation. Only in Shell Hammock did we find a correlation between epigenetic and genetic variation, and in that site there was no correlation between genetic variation and habitat or epigenetic variation and habitat.

Analyses with GLM showed that only 3 of the 64 (4.7%) polymorphic AFLP loci were significantly correlated with habitat (Figure 3A), while for MS-AFLP loci a significantly higher proportion (8 of the 47 (17%)) showed a significantly correlation with habitat (Fisher’s exact test p= 0.051; Figure 3.3B).

**DISCUSSION**

Though evidence is accumulating that epigenetic mechanisms play a role in responding to different environmental conditions (Verhoeven et al. 2010; Richards et al. 2008, 2012; Herrera et al. 2012; Platt et al. 2015; Xie et al. 2015), there is still little evidence for the independent role of epigenetics in natural populations (Foust et al. 2015). The salt marsh perennial *B. frutescens* provides a unique opportunity to examine the role of epigenetics because it spans a broad range of environmental conditions in replicate populations, without association of genotypes or alleles at allozyme loci or specialization of putatively adaptive traits with habitats (Richards et al. 2004, 2005, 2010b). We predicted that epigenetic mechanisms independent of genetic variation might underlie the broad environmental tolerance of this species response to environmental conditions, and that epigenetic variation would be structured by environmental gradients. While we found support for this prediction in three of five populations, the independent importance of genetic variation, epigenetic variation, and the correlation between the two varies widely by population.
Structure of population genetic and epigenetic variation

We found high levels of both genetic and epigenetic diversity in *B. frutescens*, and contrary to our prediction we found significant genetic and epigenetic structure among populations and among habitats within populations. However, AMOVA is limited in that it can only determine that sub-populations are different from each other and cannot identify repeated response to similar location along environmental gradients in replicate populations. To confirm that we had not only differentiation among habitats within sub-populations but repeated patterns of genetic and epigenetic variation that correlated to environmental conditions, we used a permutational MANOVA. This analysis showed that there was not a consistent response to environment across the island. However, a generalized linear model on each locus revealed that several genetic and epigenetic loci were significantly correlated to habitat. The fact that nearly three times as many MS-AFLP as AFLP loci were correlated to environment across the five populations indicates that DNA methylation at specific loci may be important component of response to different habitats in this species. Further work is required to determine if the patterns at these loci are merely a downstream readout of genetic variation versus independent of genetic variation (see also Foust et al. on review).

Disentangling genetic and epigenetic variation

Several studies have found relationships between epigenetic variation and environment by taking advantage of clonal organisms or organisms with low levels of genetic variation (Verhoeven et al. 2010; Richards et al. 2012; Herrera & Bazaga 2012, 2013; Verhoeven & Preite 2014) or artificially increasing the variation in DNA methylation within isogenic lines (Latzel et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2013). As ecological epigenetics expands into a larger variety of non-
model organisms, researchers must further investigate the correlation between genetic and epigenetic variation (Bossdorf et al. 2008; Richards et al. 2010a; Foust et al. 2015). To address this problem, Richards (2006) defined three classes of epigenetic variation at a given locus: obligatory, facilitated, or pure. In the case of obligatory epigenetic variation, epigenotype is strictly determined by genotype. In facilitated epigenetic variation, epigenotype depends on the genotype, but the epigenotype is context dependent. Pure epigenetic variation is created and operates independently from genetic variation. Considering that facilitated and pure epigenetic variation can operate via non-Mendelian segregation, Richards’ (2006) framework helps to clarify when epigenetic variation might contribute a previously unappreciated source of heritable phenotypic variation: either facilitated by or independent of genetic variation (Robertson & Richards 2015b).

In this study, we found high levels of both genetic and epigenetic diversity challenging our ability to parse out which mechanisms may be independently contributing to environmental response. For example, since each individual was a unique genotype, fragments of slightly different size across individuals could be analogous in function. In addition, it is difficult to evaluate genetic and epigenetic variation simultaneously and account for the correlation between the two. We used partial Mantel tests to combine analysis of genetic and epigenetic variation and tease out the independent correlations between genetic variation and habitat and epigenetic variation and habitat while controlling for the correlation between genetic and epigenetic variation (determined by a Mantel test). Combined across the five sites, we found only a direct correlation between genetic and epigenetic variation. In separate Mantel and partial Mantel tests on each population, this result was only repeated in one site (Shell Hammock). In three of the other populations, we found significant correlations between epigenetic variation and habitat.
However, the correlations were in opposite directions and weak in two populations (Lighthouse: 
\( r = 0.083, p = 0.009 \); Marsh Landing: \( r = -0.070, p = 0.02 \)), and more strongly positive in the 
third (Hunt Camp: \( r = 0.353, p < 0.0001 \)). Further, we found weak but significant correlations 
between genetic variation and habitat in two of these populations (Hunt Camp and Marsh 
Landing) and a third (Cabretta; \( r = 0.11 - 0.16 \)). These findings indicate that assessing AFLP and 
MS-AFLP data sets separately may misrepresent the roles of genetic and epigenetic variation. 
Analyses that accommodate a comparison between both data sets and allow for controlling for 
the correlation between genetic and epigenetic data can reveal significant relationships that are 
otherwise obscured.

Our findings across populations in \( B. frutescens \) are partially congruent to results from a 
parallel study on the widespread salt marsh grass \( Spartina alterniflora \) (see Chapter 2). In \( S. 
alterniflora \), we found similar levels of genetic and epigenetic structure across populations and 
sub-populations, but epigenetic variation was correlated with habitat when we controlled for 
genetic variation across the five populations. Separate partial Mantel tests on each population 
showed even stronger support for significant, independent epigenetic correlations with habitat 
when the correlation with genetic variation was controlled for in four out of five populations (\( r = 
0.057 - 0.213, p \leq 0.034 \)). The more consistent patterns of response might be facilitated in \( S. 
alterniflora \) which is an outcrossing wind-pollinated grass with high levels of genetic diversity 
that are about average for plants with these life history characteristics (expected heterozygosity 
(He) = 0.205; Richards et al. 2004; Foust et al. in review). In contrast, although \( B. frutescens \) is 
completely outbreeding, pollinator flight distributions suggested restricted pollen flow and the 
effective neighborhood size was 20–30 individuals with a neighborhood area of less than one 
square meter (Antlfinger 1982). In addition, \( B. frutescens \) lives higher in the intertidal where its
gravity-dispersed seeds will be less likely to travel between populations. Therefore, both pollen and seed mediated gene flow in *B. frutescens* may allow for modest mixing within populations across the environmental gradient, but are unlikely to result in homogeneity among sites. Considering the much more restricted gene flow for *B. frutescens* and lower levels of species level genetic diversity (*H_e = 0.089;* Richards et al. 2004), site-specific conditions and historical contingency may interfere with detecting response in replicate populations with similar environmental gradients (Losos et al. 1998; Hendry & Kinnison 2001; Gutschick & BassiriRad 2003; Jackson et al 2009). Further research may reveal why epigenetic variation independent of genetic is correlated to habitat in some populations and not at all in others.

In order to truly dissect how epigenetic variation might relate to response to environment, the next step in ecological epigenetics is to develop tools that can associate differential DNA methylation with functional genes or gene networks that allow for translation into ecologically important phenotypic variation (Schrey et al 2013; Alvarez et al. 2015). *Linaria vulgaris* is one of the clearest examples where an epimutation in one gene transforms the flower from the wild type bilateral symmetry to radial symmetry (Cubas et al. 1999). However, this study does not explore if environmental conditions play a role in inducing this epigenetic variation. Studies with epigenetic recombinant inbred lines (epiRILs) developed in a single genotype of *Arabidopsis thaliana* have shown that epigenetic quantitative trait loci (QTLepi) account for 90% of the heritability of flowering time and 60% of the heritability of primary root length (Cortijo et al. 2014), and that variation in DNA methylation alone contributes to response to drought and nutrients (Zhang et al. 2013). However, no study has yet definitively explored how functional epi-alleles independent of genetic variation contributes to organismal function in response to real complex environments. The resources available in *A. thaliana* have provided insight into
components of this question, but the genome and epigenome of *A. thaliana* are atypical for most plants that have been surveyed (Alonso et al. 2015), so the generality of these findings may be limited. Given that MS-AFLP offer a limited number of loci, and that it is difficult to draw functional interpretation from the anonymous loci, reduced representation bisulfite sequencing approaches will be an important next step in exploring the functional significance of epigenetic variation in natural populations (e.g. Platt et al. 2015).

Field studies, and studies on non-model organisms, are necessary to reveal the true importance of genetic and epigenetic mechanisms for organismal response. As more of these studies are done, researchers must be mindful of the potential correlation between genetic and epigenetic variation, but it may prove difficult to define epigenetic variation as obligate, facilitated, or pure (Richards et al. 2010a; Robertson & Richards 2015b). Our study demonstrates that we can expose an independent epigenetic component using MS-AFLPs – the next step will be to use higher-resolution sequencing methods to understand the functional consequences of pure epigenetic mechanisms.
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TABLES AND FIGURES

Table 3.1. Mean AFLP haplotype (n = 288) and MS-AFLP epi-genotype (n = 288) diversity ($h$) and percent polymorphic loci by site (%P), based on 64 AFLP loci and 47 MS-AFLP loci in *Borrichia frutescens* sampled from three habitats (i.e. low, intermediate, and high salt) within five sites on Sapelo Island, GA. SE = standard error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>$h$-AFLP (SE)</th>
<th>AFLP %P</th>
<th>$h$-MSAFLP (SE)</th>
<th>MS-AFLP %P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cabretta</td>
<td>0.249 (0.023)</td>
<td>81.25%</td>
<td>0.339 (0.020)</td>
<td>97.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunt Camp</td>
<td>0.299 (0.020)</td>
<td>98.44%</td>
<td>0.282 (0.025)</td>
<td>89.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighthouse</td>
<td>0.308 (0.019)</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0.318 (0.023)</td>
<td>97.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh Landing</td>
<td>0.316 (0.018)</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0.289 (0.022)</td>
<td>95.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell Hammock</td>
<td>0.263 (0.023)</td>
<td>81.25%</td>
<td>0.280 (0.025)</td>
<td>93.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.287 (0.009)</td>
<td>92.19%</td>
<td>0.301 (0.010)</td>
<td>94.89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.2. Pairwise $\Phi_{ST}$ values for comparisons among 15 sub-populations at AFLP (below the diagonal) and MS-AFLP (above the diagonal). NS indicates a non-significant $\Phi_{ST}$ value, all others are significant based on FDR = 0.05. S, M, and T represent short, medium, and tall plants (i.e. high, intermediate, and low salt) respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CS</th>
<th>CM</th>
<th>CT</th>
<th>HS</th>
<th>HM</th>
<th>HT</th>
<th>LS</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>LT</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>MM</th>
<th>MT</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>SM</th>
<th>ST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.3. Genetic and epigenetic correlations to variation in habitat (i.e. low, medium, high salt) calculated separately for each of the five populations on Sapelo Island, GA and combined across the five populations using partial Mantel tests. The correlation between genetic and epigenetic variation was calculated in a separate Mantel test. *Q ≤ 0.05, based on FDR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Genetic vs. epigenetic variation</th>
<th>Genetic variation vs. habitat</th>
<th>Epigenetic variation vs. habitat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabretta</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.11*</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunt Camp</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.16*</td>
<td>0.353*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighthouse</td>
<td>0.0158</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.083*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh Landing</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.13*</td>
<td>-0.070*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell Hammock</td>
<td>0.148*</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>0.107*</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.4. Three-level hierarchical analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA). Hierarchical $\Phi$-statistics and percentage of genetic and epigenetic variance explained by each hierarchical level are given. $\Phi$-statistics were calculated using 9,999 permutations. d.f. = degrees of freedom; ** $P \leq 0.001$, *** $P \leq 0.0001$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\Phi$ statistics</th>
<th>% variation</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genetic variation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Among populations</td>
<td>0.080***</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Among subpopulations within populations</td>
<td>0.076***</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within subpopulations</td>
<td></td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Epigenetic variation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Among populations</td>
<td>0.056**</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Among subpopulations within populations</td>
<td>0.075**</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within subpopulations</td>
<td></td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.1. Map of the five sampling sites on Sapelo Island, GA with the results of Bayesian clustering from the program Structure. Population assignment to two groups is indicated by shaded portion of circle. Group 1 = light grey, Group 2 = dark grey.
Figure 3.2. Genetic and epigenetic correlations to variation in habitat (i.e. low, medium, high salt) across five populations using partial Mantel tests. The correlation between genetic and epigenetic variation was calculated in a separate Mantel test. NS = not significant, $r =$ correlation coefficient when significant and $p$-value.
Figure 3.3. Frequencies of (A) AFLP and (B) MS-AFLP loci that were significantly correlated with habitat across five populations using a generalized linear model.
Chapter 9
Population Epigenetics

Christy M. Foust, Aaron W. Schrey and Christina L. Richards

Population Epigenetics

Population genetics examines the extent of genetic variation, and changes to genetic variation, in response to evolutionary processes in populations [1]. There is an enormous body of knowledge surrounding population genetics, extending from the 1930s with the introduction of the modern synthesis (MS) to the present. The MS encompasses population genetics questions that include the dynamics of alleles in populations as they pertain to the Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE; i.e., the assumptions of infinite population size, random mating, no migration, no mutation, and no selection) [2]. In addition to the assumptions of HWE, the MS is also bound by the confines of Mendelian genetics which calls for the random segregation and assortment of alleles [3].

Though the MS has been incredibly informative regarding evolutionary questions, limitations have been identified with advancements in molecular biology [4, 5]. For example, the MS does not consider the importance of non-Mendelian inheritance to evolution [4, 6]. Epigenetic inheritance is one type of non-Mendelian inheritance; which through mechanisms like DNA methylation or histone modification can account for the transmission of phenotypic variation that is independent from genotypic variation (i.e., DNA sequence) [7]. Since the MS is largely a theory of the dynamics of DNA sequence-based transfer through a population, and gene sequences are largely unaffected by environmental factors, environmental effects on differences in phenotype are not considered important factors within the MS [4]. The MS has been a revolutionary advancement to the study of evolution, because...
it reconciles Mendelian inheritance with Darwinian gradual change in response to natural selection. Certainly, its ideas are still critical for evolutionary thinking, but the time has come to extend the MS to address many developments in the field.

Population epigenetics addresses some of the limitations of the MS. Similar to population genetics, population epigenetics examines the extent of epigenetic variation present in populations of organisms and the way this variation changes over time, or across the landscape with changing environmental conditions [8, 9]. However, in stark contrast to genetic variation, epigenetic variation may not be inherited via Mendelian processes [10–12], and epigenetic variation can be directly affected by the environment [13, 14]. Though the basic concepts defining population genetics are known, the body of knowledge concerning processes of change and mechanisms of inheritance of epigenetic variation remains largely unknown [15]. Theorists are developing models of epigenetic inheritance [16, 19], and the effect of selection on epigenetic marks [20]. These models provide a theoretical underpinning for understanding the behavior of epigenetic effects and are discussed later in this chapter.

**History and Definition of Epigenetics**

Conrad Waddington coined the term “epigenetics” while investigating genetic assimilation and the canalization of traits in the 1940s [21, 22]. Waddington [22] recognized that some characteristics that arise in response to environmental conditions (e.g., stressors) could be incorporated into the genome via the process of genetic assimilation. He also recognized that some phenotypes could be highly conserved regardless of genotype (i.e., canalized). His definition of epigenetics was broad and incorporated these processes and all interactions between genes and gene products that lead to an organism’s final phenotype [23, 24]. The discovery of molecular mechanisms and processes that regulate gene activity has resulted in changes to Waddington’s definition [23].

Epigenetics has more recently been defined as heritable, differential gene expression not based on changes in DNA sequence [8, 25–27], and the inclusion of “heritable” in this definition is debated [26]. Some biologists think that epigenetics should include all processes that result in differential gene expression in the absence of changes to DNA sequences, heritable or not [28]. Others think that heritability is a necessary component of epigenetics, because inheritance raises direct evolutionary questions that are consistent with population genetics expectations [8, 29–30]. Currently, little empirical data exist to address heritability of epigenetic traits. While it is relatively simple to screen for epigenetic variation, it is much harder to determine if this variation is heritable. We have proposed a definition of epigenetics as the study of molecular-level mechanisms that result in changes in phenotype that are not due to changes in DNA sequence and may lead to heritable change in phenotype [31, 32].
Measuring DNA Methylation

Several mechanisms contribute to epigenetic variation, but DNA methylation is the most studied in ecological epigenetics [33]. DNA methylation occurs when a methyl group attaches to a cytosine in several possible sequence motifs (CpG, CpCpG, CpHpHp, and CpNpG) [34]. DNA methylation can have variable effects on gene activity, but methylation of the promoter region often decreases gene activity, because it interferes with transcription enzymes [27, 35, 36]. Epigenetic variation is more labile than genetic variation and changes in DNA methylation can occur in direct response to environmental cues, and independently from DNA sequence [9, 13, 14]. Because of this, environmental conditions can cause differential methylation and ultimately differential gene expression in response to those environmental conditions.

Methylation-sensitive amplified fragment length polymorphism (MS-AFLP) has been the primary technique used to study DNA methylation in population-level epigenetic studies, though next-generation sequencing-based techniques are promising to become more common [33]. There are several benefits to using MS-AFLP to assess DNA methylation in population-level studies [33]. Like standard AFLP, MS-AFLP offers a genome-wide scan of DNA methylation, and patterns in DNA methylation can be compared among individuals within sites, habitats, or other groups of interest, even in nonmodel organisms that lack a sequenced genome. The technique is also relatively economical, which accommodates the large sample sizes necessary for population-level studies. MS-AFLP also utilizes the same equipment and methods as AFLP, which allows the techniques to be used in concert to address ecological questions and directly compare genetic and epigenetic variation.

One major area of research for population-level epigenetic variation is the relationship between genetic and epigenetic variation. How can the epigenetic contribution to an organism’s response be teased apart from genetic variation? The correlation between epigenetic and genetic variation may be categorized as obligate, facilitated, or pure (Fig. 9.1) [8, 9]. Obligate epigenetic variation is directly correlated with genetic variation and appears to follow the rules of Mendelian genetics [9]. Facilitated epigenetic variation is partially correlated with genetic variation, and genetic code directs the epigenetic variation but the outcome is context dependent. Pure epigenetic variation is independent from genetic variation. Both facilitated and pure tend to exhibit non-Mendelian segregation and both can be affected by stochasticity in addition to environmental conditions.

Researchers have begun designing elegant studies that control for genetic differences among individuals [14, 37–40]. These studies have suggested that some epigenetic variation is correlated with environment and some environmentally induced epigenetic variation is passed on to the next generation. These studies have also identified correlations between epigenetic markers and environmental conditions (often stressors), even in the absence of genetic variation. Though directly connecting the effect of epigenetic variation on phenotype is generally lacking, these studies suggest that epigenetic effects could be important to evolution.
Questions We Should Be Asking

Richards [9] laid the foundation for population epigenetics by identifying four fundamental questions, and Bossdorf et al. [27] supplied a similar list of questions to ecologists. To date, with the exception of documenting epigenetic variation in natural populations, these questions remain largely unanswered.

1. How much epigenetic variation is present?
2. How independent is epigenetic variation from genetic variation?
3. What is the extent to which epigenetic states are inherited?
4. What is the importance of epigenetic variation in populations, whether inherited or not?

How Much Epigenetic Variation is Present?

In most epigenetics studies, epigenetic variation (i.e., DNA methylation) exceeds genetic variation [14, 37, 40–43]. This may be related to the much more rapid mutation rate in epigenetic than genetic contexts: replicate “mutation accumulation”
lines of a single *Arabidopsis thaliana* accession exhibited $10^3$–$10^4$ more epigenetic mutations than genetic [44, 45].

Overall, “how much” epigenetic variation is present and the manner that the variation is generated may be critically important to understand the epigenetic response to environmental conditions. To address how much epigenetic variation there is, many ecologists have measured epigenetics in natural populations in the context of several ecological topics. These topics include identifying mechanisms for plasticity, rapid differentiation to habitat, and mechanisms which contribute to invasive species success.

**Plasticity**

Epigenetic diversity alone may be important for allowing organisms to respond to different environmental conditions. Using a classic phenotypic plasticity design, Bossdorf et al. [46] found that experimental alteration of DNA methylation altered important traits, and the plasticity of those traits, in response to nutrient addition in *A. thaliana*. Among 22 *A. thaliana* genotypes, there was also a difference in the degree to which trait means and plasticities were affected by the methylation inhibitor 5-azacytidine. Overall patterns of variability among the genotypes indicated that epigenetic changes can affect not only the short-term environmental responses of plants but also the evolutionary potential of important traits and their plasticities [46].

Epigenetic variation can also play an important role in the ability for clonal yeast (*Metschnikowia reukaufii*) to occupy different nectar habitats. Herrera et al. [37] grew clonal colonies of yeast in experimental media that mimicked naturally occurring differences in sugar combinations and concentrations of nectars to determine if the yeast exhibited epigenetic responses to the nectar variation. The clonal replicates controlled for genetic variation contributing to the response, and demonstrated that plasticity in resource use was correlated with changes in methylation (with MS-AFLP). The probability of an MS-AFLP marker changing from unmethylated to methylated was significantly correlated with sugar concentration, content, and their interaction. They also used 5-azacytidine to show that yeast growth response was significantly inhibited if epigenetic changes were prevented.

More recently, Herrera and Bazaga [39] examined the epigenetic signature between prickly and nonprickly leaves on *Ilex aquifolium*, English holly. *Ilex aquifolium* exhibits more prickly leaves in response to mammalian herbivory [47–49]. Both prickly and nonprickly leaves were sampled from five shrubs along a 450-m transect, and sampling the different leaf types from the same shrubs ensured that the genotypes were identical. Variation among MS-AFLP loci was significantly associated with leaf type, and the probability of methylation declined in nonprickly leaves compared to prickly. They found six MS-AFLP loci that distinguished prickly from nonprickly leaves, suggesting that the genes associated with these MS-AFLP loci could be important in mediating plasticity in leaf morphology in response to herbivory.
Habitat Differentiation

The studies exploring plasticity show that epigenetic diversity can contribute to response to environmental factors, suggesting that population epigenetic variation may be structured spatially based on environmental variables in natural populations. Differentiation of epigenetic marks among habitats could indicate that epigenetic effects allow organisms to adapt to local environmental conditions without a change in genetic code [27].

In white mangroves, both DNA methylation diversity and differentiation could be important for persistence in variable habitats. Lira-Medeiros et al. [50] examined epigenetic and genetic variation in *Laguncularia racemosa* from both riverine and salt marsh habitats in Brazil. Mangroves from both habitats exhibited higher levels of epigenetic variation than genetic variation as identified by comparing MS-AFLP and AFLP results. They also found epigenetic differentiation between mangroves from salt marsh and riverine habitats for *L. racemosa*, but no genetic differentiation. Plant phenotypes significantly differed between habitats for a number of ecologically relevant traits including height, diameter at breast height (DBH), leaf width, and leaf area. Though Lira-Medeiros et al. [50] found epigenetic population differentiation, it was not possible to determine if these differences were generated by stable or induced epigenetic effects, because they collected plant material from the field. Their findings suggest that epigenetics may play an important role in response to local habitat conditions; however, manipulative studies are required to determine the contribution of stable versus environmentally induced epigenetic marks.

Epigenetic diversity and differentiation could also be important in the response to herbivory of *Viola cazorlensis* [41]. Herrera and Bazaga [41] analyzed epigenetic and genetic diversity and differentiation among *V. cazorlensis* plants that had been exposed to 20 years of variable ungulate herbivory. As observed in white mangroves, *V. cazorlensis* also exhibited higher levels of epigenetic variation (e.g., DNA methylation) than genetic variation when comparing MS-AFLP and AFLP results. Additionally, *V. cazorlensis* exhibited both epigenetic and genetic population structure in response to herbivory. The epigenetic differences were correlated with genetic loci implicated with adaptive floral traits. These findings suggest that epigenetics could play an important role in flowering dynamics in the *V. cazorlensis* system that could ultimately result in the adaptive differentiation of populations over evolutionary time [41].

Population Bottlenecks

Epigenetic diversity may provide an additional source of variation to populations that have undergone reductions in genetic variation from demographic changes, like in invasive species. One consequence of population bottlenecks is inbreeding depression. Vergreer et al. [51] showed that epigenetics can play a role in inbreeding depression in the self-pollinating perennial plant *Scabiosa columbaria*. They inbred and outcrossed the plant and found that inbred plants exhibited decreased leaf number, biomass, and photosynthetic efficiency when compared with outcrossed plants.
They also found that genome-wide DNA methylation was 10% higher in the inbred plants. Additionally, they treated some plants with 5-azacytidine, which decreased genome-wide methylation by 11%. In the 5-azacytidine treatment, they found that biomass decreased in outcrossed plants and increased in inbred plants. Photosynthetic efficiency and leaf number were not affected in outcrossed plants, but inbred plants exhibited levels consistent with control, outcrossed plants. The biomass of inbred plants treated with 5-azacytidine was also significantly higher than control, inbred plants. The combination of these findings suggests that DNA methylation plays a role in mediating the effects of inbreeding depression for various traits.

These findings were supported in a study on house sparrows (Passer domesticus) introduced to Kenya in the 1950s [52]. Schrey et al. [53] showed that Kenyan house sparrows have lower levels of genetic variation than native populations, and Liebl et al. [54] showed that all house sparrows sampled from seven cities in Kenya exhibited different epigenotypes. Though the sparrows exhibited high levels of epigenetic variation, they did not exhibit epigenetic population structure among the sites. However, certain MS-AFLP loci were methylated more often in Kenyan populations when compared to native populations [53], which suggests that these loci could be involved in traits important to living in the new habitat. Liebl et al. [54] also discovered a trend suggesting the epigenetic variation may compensate for decreased genetic variation and increased inbreeding. Individuals exhibiting lower levels of genetic variation had higher inbreeding coefficients and exhibited higher levels of epigenetic variation. Overall, these findings suggest that epigenetic variation may compensate for decreased genetic variation in the early stages of invasion, thereby allowing the sparrows to occupy an expanded range of response that allows them to occupy many different habitats.

Different patterns of epigenetic variation in Japanese knotweed populations further support the hypothesis that epigenetic effects may contribute to response to local habitat. Richards et al. [40] sampled invasive Japanese knotweed (Fallopia spp.) individuals from roadside, beach, and salt marsh habitats across eastern New York state. Individuals were grown in a common garden to control for induced environmental effects prior to assessing genetic and epigenetic variation. Genetic diversity in these populations was low, with only four variable AFLP loci detected out of 200 loci scored. Epigenetic variation was significantly higher, with 19 variable loci detected out of 180 loci scored. Both genetic and epigenetic population structure was found among the different habitats, but habitat explained a significant proportion of the structure only for the epigenetic variation and not for genetic variation. Given the low genotypic diversity, these findings suggest that epigenetic effects may play an important role in knotweed’s response to variable environmental conditions.

How Independent Is Epigenetic Variation from Genetic Variation?

The relationship between genetic and epigenetic variation can be complex [9], and determining how much epigenetic variation is obligate, facilitated, or pure has been challenging [27, 31]. Currently, the best way to address this question has been to
assess the importance of epigenetic variation in situations where genetic variation is lacking or minimal. Studies in clonal plants support the importance of pure or facilitated epigenetic effects by clonal species (i.e., dandelions, knotweed).

Verhoeven et al. [14] examined DNA methylation in response to five ecologically relevant treatments in replicates of a single dandelion (Taraxacum officinale) genotype. DNA methylation variation was significantly higher in response to each of three experimental treatments (i.e., low nutrients, jasmonic acid, and salicylic acid), than control, and the majority of the differences were inherited. Similarly, Richards et al. [40] found replicates of genetically identical individuals showed epigenetic differentiation to beach, roadside or salt marsh habitats. They grew the individuals in a common garden, and these patterns were persistent through clonal reproduction. The findings from these two clonal plant species suggest that epigenetic differences elicited by a single genotype in response to different environmental factors may persist into the next generation, and that the epigenetic effects are more than just a simple readout of the genotype.

Using clonal species is one way to control for the effect of genotype in population-level studies. In populations where it is challenging or impossible to control genetic variation among individuals with experimental design, researchers will have to find other ways to control for the effect of genotype. Adapting statistical tests to control for the genetic component of response is one way to do this. For example, we found both genetic and epigenetic population structure among habitat types in natural Spartina alterniflora populations (Foust et al. unpublished data). We used a partial Mantel test to correlate epigenetic distances with habitat (low, intermediate, and high-salt areas) while controlling for genetic distance. The partial Mantel test allowed us to find significant epigenetic population structure while controlling for genetic population structure. This is one example where statistics offered a way to tease apart the correlation between epigenetic and genetic variation.

**What Is the Extent to Which Epigenetic States Are Inherited?**

To be naturally selected, traits controlled by epigenetic variation must be transmitted to the next generation. Currently, there are few ecological epigenetic studies that directly connect heritable phenotypic traits to epigenetic marks. However, we know that epigenetic changes can be induced by environmental conditions, that epigenetic changes affect phenotype, and that these phenotypic changes can be passed to the next generation [7]. Epigenetic marks can also be highly conserved through transmission, with variability ranging from 1% to $10^{-6}$ variations per generation [7, 8, 55], which means that induced epigenetic variation will likely persist in future generations.

Epigenetic recombinant inbred lines (epiRILs) are one valuable resource that have shed more light on this question [11, 56]. Two populations of epiRILs were developed from backcrosses of the methylation mutants (ddml and metl) to Col-0 wild type in A. thaliana. Johannes et al. [11] showed that both flowering time and
plant height varied among epiRILs, and that these effects persisted for at least eight generations. While these findings were initially discovered in epiRILs created from one single genotype, Cortijo et al. [57] have confirmed that these epigenetic associations with phenotype are found across 138 natural accessions for which genome-wide methylation data and phenotype data were available [45, 58, 59].

Perhaps the most clearly defined example of epigenetic inheritance in a non-model species was discovered in *Linaria vulgaris* (toadflax) [12]. *Linaria vulgaris* exhibits radial flower symmetry when hypermethylation of the *Lcyc* gene, an epimutation, occurs. Individuals without the epimutation exhibit dorsoventral symmetry. This change in phenotype is ecologically important because it could affect pollination and overall fitness of the plant [60]. It could also be evolutionarily important because the epiallele can be directly transmitted to the next generation, but the mechanism is unclear because the epimutation is sometimes reset during somatic development [12]. More research in an ecological context is required to determine if this epimutation affects the evolutionary trajectory of the species.

Epigenetic inheritance also occurs in the perennial herbs, *Helleborus foetidus* [38] and *T. officinale* [14]. In both studies, MS-AFLP was used to identify patterns of epigenetic variation in parent plants and the next generation. *Helleborus foetidus* was sampled from three populations located on a latitudinal gradient in Spain. In addition to the parents, patterns of epigenetic variation were also assessed in the pollen produced by parent plants (i.e., the male gametophyte). Though there was some epigenetic resetting from the sporophyte to gametophyte generation, significant epigenetic population structure persisted among the gametophytes of the three populations, as predicted from the parental generation. Similarly, Verhoeven et al. [14] showed that between 74 and 92% of epigenetic states present in the parent generation occurred in the offspring, even though the stressors (i.e., low nutrients, salt, jasmonic acid, salicylic acid, and control) were no longer present. These findings suggest that epigenetic population structure persists into future generations, which could help offspring respond to local environmental conditions [27].

**What Is the Importance of Epigenetic Variation in Populations, Whether Inherited or Not?**

Epigenetic studies of nonmodel organisms and studies at the population level typically do not directly identify the connection between epigenetic state and phenotype. This issue must be addressed to fully understand the importance of epigenetic variation. Theorists have developed models that show epigenetics can affect the evolutionary trajectories of organisms [16–19]. Bonduriansky and Day [18] recognize that epigenetics allows for the decoupling of genotype from phenotype, which releases some of the constraints on evolution as defined by Mendelian genetics. Day and Bonduriansky [61] developed a model that incorporates both genetic and epigenetic inheritance, and allows some genomic elements to accumulate more epigenetic variation than others [45]. Pál [16] and Pál and Miklós [17] found that epi-
genetic inheritance systems (e.g., transmission of DNA methylation patterns) can allow organisms to avoid valleys on an adaptive landscape. Ultimately, epigenetic inheritance can change the adaptive landscape. Thus, an organism that is trapped in an adaptive valley may be rescued by epigenetic variation. It is also possible that genetic inheritance may “take over” after epigenetic mechanisms have facilitated the transition across an adaptive valley (i.e., genetic assimilation [19, 21, 22, 62]).

Klironomos et al. [19] developed a model that showed epigenetics can affect the tempo and the overall outcome of evolution. They describe cases where adaptation occurs by epigenetic mechanisms, and epigenetic inheritance can ensure that the phenotype persists. Epigenetically derived phenotypes can “speed up” evolution and potentially change the trajectory of evolution. Geoghegan and Spencer [20] support this idea and show that incorporating epigenetic marks into selection models can also drastically alter trajectories. This is especially true considering that environmentally mediated epigenetic marks can regenerate depending on the scenario. This means that as the environment changes, epigenetic marks can revert and potentially take organisms back to the fitness peak that was pertinent to past environmental conditions. Each of these models demonstrates the potential importance of epigenetics to evolution. Incorporating empirical data to these theoretical advances will greatly expand our understanding of the importance of epigenetics.

**Future Directions**

The available epigenetics studies in natural populations and nonmodel organisms present compelling evidence that epigenetic mechanisms are important at the population level. However, there are major areas that need to be addressed by future studies. These include:

1. Understanding the relationship between genetic and epigenetic variation
2. Identifying stable versus environmentally induced epigenetic variation
3. Identifying the importance of inheritance of epigenetic variation

As epigenetic techniques and next-generation sequencing become more cost-effective, researchers should use these tools to address these issues in more detail [33]. Epigenetic sequencing coupled with next-generation sequencing will allow for cross comparisons with genomic information obtained from studies of model organisms on specific genes and gene networks associated with various environmental conditions.

Adapting statistical analyses to control for genetic response will be important in gaining understanding about the relationship between genetic and epigenetic variation. Adaptation of the partial Mantel test has been useful in uncovering epigenetic population structure associated with low, intermediate, and high-salt habitats, that is independent from genetic population structure in natural *S. alterniflora* populations (Foust et al. unpublished data). Other statistical tests could be modified to accomplish the same goal in systems where it is challenging or impossible to control
for genetic variation among individuals by experimental design. Using statistical approaches to control for genetic response will allow research to broaden to include more nonmodel organisms, thereby increasing our overall understanding of the relationship between genotype and epigenotype.

Another consideration that will be important in future studies of population epigenetics is the effect of nonstable epigenetic effects, which can be minimized in some cases with a modified experimental design. Most studies to date have collected samples in the field, thus confounding stable and induced DNA methylation. Richards et al. [40] controlled for these effects by collecting Japanese knotweed rhizomes in the field and growing them in common garden prior to assessing genetic and epigenetic variation. This allowed for any highly labile marks to “normalize,” and stable marks that might contribute to habitat response to persist. Reciprocal crosses would help determine epigenetic response to local conditions, and address the potential “chicken or egg” scenario between the association of epigenetic marks and environmental conditions. For example, are the patterns of epigenetic variation present because the plants responded to environmental conditions? Or did plants that possess certain patterns of epigenetic variation thrive in specific habitats?

To address these questions, future studies should build upon current epigenetic surveys and begin including more manipulative experimental designs with nonmodel organisms in natural systems. Using multifaceted experimental designs will help to determine if patterns of epigenetic variation change in response to environmental conditions, which result in population structure, or if patterns of epigenetic variation that are already present enable an organism to live in a certain area [40].

Finally, to determine the importance of epigenetic variation to evolutionary questions, more multigenerational studies need to be performed. Ideally, multigenerational studies will be designed to address the questions brought forth in the current, proposed models. These questions include: what are the implications of phenotype being decoupled from genotype, how do epigenetic changes alter the adaptive landscape or allow populations to avoid adaptive valleys, does epigenetics really speed up evolutionary processes, and how does it change evolutionary trajectories? [16–20, 61]. To do this, researchers need to examine both short- and long-term epigenetic response to environmental conditions [19] and assess both genetic and epigenetic contributions to evolution.

Conclusions

Currently, the importance of epigenetics at the population level is often made via correlation. Manipulative field studies will need to be performed to determine if epigenetic population structure results from habitat response or if organisms with certain epigenetic signatures can more easily live in certain habitats [40]. Since patterns of epigenetic variation can be established in direct response to local environmental conditions, but can also be inherited from parents, it is important to address this causality problem to gain further understanding about how organisms respond
epigenetically to variable conditions. Understanding the different ways populations can respond to environmental conditions via epigenetics is also important, because population genetics ignores the effects of short-term and within-generation environmental variation on evolution.

Researchers have already begun addressing the questions Richards [9] set forth, and each of those papers further support the importance of epigenetics to ecologically-relevant traits in nonmodel and natural populations. The theoretical models presented in this chapter have established a good outline for the future direction of population epigenetics, and future studies should include multigenerational, population-level studies to test these models. Progress is being made in all of these areas; however, there is much that we do not know.

We do know that an extension of the MS that encompasses epigenetic mechanisms and inheritance is necessary [5]. It is becoming more clear, especially as more studies are performed at the population level, that epigenetics is important to short-term environmental response, and that DNA methylation changes in response to environmental conditions can persist into the future [63]. In some cases, these epigenetic responses provide an adaptive advantage to offspring that are subjected to those same environmental conditions [46]. To fully address these questions, laboratory-based studies on model organisms should be coupled with natural and manipulative studies on natural populations and nonmodel organisms to obtain a clearer picture of how epigenetics affects organisms [38].
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